CALENDAR OF EVENTS

NOVEMBER 21 TO NOVEMBER 27, 1951

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22

HOLIDAY, Thanksgiving Day.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 23

No Classes suspended. All other activities remain unchanged.


MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26

School of Architecture and Planning, Department of Building Engineering and Construction, and Department of Civil and Sanitary Engineering. Lecture: "The Certificate of Decision of the Architect or Engineer and its Implications." Mr. Bernard Toupin, New York lawyer. Room 7-401, 4:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27

Metallurgy Department. Colloquium: "Production of High Strength Electric Weld Line Pipe." Dr. Karl Fettig, Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., Youngstown, Ohio. Room 6-128, 4:10 p.m. Lecture Series Committee. Recitations by the poet E. K. Cummings. Room 10-230, 5:30 p.m.

MEDICO MEDICAL EXHIBITION

EXHIBITIONS

A retrospective exhibition of the work of Numa Gobol is on display in the New Gallery, Charles Hayden Memorial Library, Monday to Friday, through November 23, from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Photographic salon prints by Bernard G. Silverstein of Cincinnati, Ohio, are being shown in the Photographic Service Gallery, Basement of Building 11, through November 25.

An exhibition of The Art Institute Paris will be displayed in the Lobby of Building 7 through December 14.

Technical prints from the Photographic Society of America will be exhibited in the Photographic Service Gallery, Basement of Building 11, from November 27 to December 10.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

The Calendar of Events appears in THE TECH on Tuesday with announcements for the following week. Notices for the Calendar of Nov. 23 to Dec. 4 must be in the Office of the Editor, Room 7-204, not later than 5:00 p.m., on Wednesday, November 24.

Tuesday, November 20, 1951

Letters to the Editor

Editor, The Tech

Dear Sir:

It seems desirable to enlighten a few, relative to the radio static resulting from the temporary overfeed 11,800 volt feeder line between Building 8 and the Swimming Pool garden and a short run adjacent to Building 12. It was necessary to install this temporary line to supply power to the M.E.V. Laboratory (Room 17-18) during the construction of the new Biology building.

The Engineering Department of the Cambridge Electric Company was contacted sometime ago, and they in turn sent Mr. J. F. Reilly, who handles this type of problem for the Company, to M.I.T. Mr. Reilly was here on at least two occasions, once in the afternoon and once in the evening to check up on this radio static. After as could be determined, the condition was not developed on our system but was coming in from the Cambridge system.

Since we have had complaints from only one party and these extending over a period of time, and in view of the fact that the F.C.C. does not require local utility companies to eliminate this type of trouble from their system, it did not seem advisable to spend money to correct this condition on a temporary feeder.

We wish to thank those of you who have been incommoded by this particular trouble and have not even bothered to call us. The electrical foreman of the new Biology building informs us that the cable is scheduled to be pulled into the underground system the week of November 19th, and unless there is some difficulty in obtaining cable splices and scheduling a shutdown of the M.E.V. Laboratory, the 11,800 volt feeder will soon be underground and our present undesirable condition eliminated.

Jerome M. Batterson

Asst. Bpt. of Buildings and Power

STILL ... 99c

FILET MIELON

STEAK DINNER

at the downstairs college room

NEWBURG'S STEAK HOUSE

279A NEWBURY ST.

BACK BAY • BOSTON

all dressed up and somewhere to go

Throw Away NICOTINE

Mysteriously fireproof, smokeproof, -from Fugitive Smokers. Unique -for extra comfort. Standups for 75c, too. To wear at any time to keep those less favorable "tear" shirts at your arrow dealer's in time for holiday parties.

Arrow "Chains" $6.50

Nova "Ella" $4.90

ARROW SHIRTS & TIES UNDERWEAR + HANKIECHEFS + SPORTS SHIRTS

Make Your Selection of Arrow

ARROWSHIRTSD BOXTIES+CANDYHEARTS • ST JUDESHOSPITAL